Senate Bill #7
2015-16
2016 Midwest Graduate Career Fair

Whereas, graduate students are a unique population of students at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) comprising 20% of the student population; and,

Whereas, the existing Career Center at UNL does not provide a career fair oriented specifically toward graduate students; and,

Whereas, planning for the 2016 Midwest Graduate Career Fair, a collaborative career fair effort between the UNL Graduate Student Assembly (UNL-GSA), the University of Nebraska Medical Center, Creighton University, the University of Nebraska Omaha, and Doane College is currently underway and would like to use the Association of Students of the University of Nebraska (ASUN) logo on advertising and fair associated handouts in appreciation of ASUN allocated funds for UNL-GSA.

Therefore be in enacted, that ASUN endorses the 2016 Midwest Graduate Career Fair and grants the use of its logo on webpages, handouts and flyers associated with the fair;

Therefore be it further enacted, that ASUN will support the collaborative career fair by using ASUN's communication platforms to encourage all graduate students and students interested in post-baccalaureate, graduate, and professional degrees to attend the event;

Therefore be it finally enacted, that the UNL-GSA will provide ASUN with an employer and student participation report after the event to evaluate continued support for future collaborative graduate student-led career fairs.
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